Division of Biological and Life Sciences
Ahmedabad University
Examination Rules and Regulations


Students should occupy the seat allotted to you in the seating chart. Student should

be seated in the exam hall 10 (ten) minutes before the scheduled commencement of the
paper. Entry in the examination hall after the commencement of the paper will be solely at
the discretion of the examination coordinator, but in no case will the student be allowed to
enter after the first half an hour of the exam.


Each student must wear his/her identity card at all time and produce whenever

asked. A student who is not displaying identity card may not be allowed to write the
examination.


Do not go out of the examination hall without the prior permission of the invigilator.



The questions must be answered in legible handwriting.



No extra supplementary answer sheets will be given for rough work in any paper.

Rough work can be done on last page of main answer-book.


Do not refer to any book, paper or other notes, unless it is an open book

examination.


In an open book examination, faculty member will suggest the books to be referred.



Each student must bring his/her own calculator and no borrowing or lending of

calculators will be permitted during the exam. Students are not allowed to keep any book,
paper, scientific calculators, mobile phones, ipads, or any Bluetooth device in the
examination hall.


Verbal or non-verbal conversation with other students is prohibited.



Passing, receiving or seeing answer papers of other students during examinations is

strictly prohibited. Anyone who wilfully provides assistance will be considered as guilty as
one who receives it. Any type of communication or even looking at other student’s answerbook will be deemed to be an attempt of copying.


The students must ensure that the main answer-book and that each answer-sheet is

signed by the supervisor.


At the end of the examination, the supervisor on duty would collect the answer books

from the desk and therefore students should stay back until their answer books are
collected. However, those who finish the examination at least fifteen minutes prior to the
closing time could leave the hall earlier after handing in the answer books to the supervisor.
No student will be allowed to leave the exam hall within the first half hour of commencement
of exams and in the last fifteen minutes.



Under no circumstances are the answer books to be taken out of the classrooms.

Handing in the answer books is the responsibility of the student.


Penalty for the breach of examination rules and regulation may result into a

maximum punishment of expulsion from the program and University. The punishment will be
determined by the appropriate authority through the due process.
Eligibility for Writing Final Examination

